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CONTROLLING OF MULTIPLE PUMPS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to ocular

surgery, and more specifically to controlling multiple

pumps in a medical system, such as a phacoemulsification

system, configured for concurrent operation from a

footpedal during ophthalmic surgical procedures.

Description of the Related Art

Phacoemulsification surgery has been successfully

employed in the treatment of certain ocular issues, such as

removal of a cataract-damaged lens and implantation of an

intraocular lens. Phacoemulsification surgery typically

involves removal of the cataract-damaged lens utilizing a

small incision at the edge of the cornea. Through the

small incision, the surgeon then creates an opening in the

capsule, i.e. membrane that encapsulates the lens.

The surgeon can insert an ultrasonic probe,

incorporated within a phacoemulsification handpiece,

through the opening in the cornea and capsule, thus

accessing the damaged lens. The handpiece's ultrasonically

actuated tip emulsifies the damaged lens such that the lens

can be evacuated by the handpiece. After the damaged

natural lens is completely removed, the handpiece tip is

withdrawn from the eye. The surgeon may now implant an

intraocular lens into the space made available in the

capsule .



Today's fluidic-based systems typically use various

pumps, and frequently employ two general types of pumps for

aspirating lens material. A flow based fluidic system,

operating a peristaltic/scroll pump, generates vacuum when

the aspirating tip becomes occluded/blocked. A vacuum

based fluidic system, operating a venturi/rotary vane pump

generates vacuum though air pressure using either an

internal or external air source and a reservoir. Multiple

pump systems are being employed in current

phacoemulsification devices, and other types or styles of

pumps can be employed beyond the aforementioned peristaltic

and venturi pumps.

While performing phacoemulsification surgical

techniques, such as lens removal, a surgeon may wish to

employ either a flow based pump or vacuum based pump to

irrigate and aspirate the eye. Current designs limit the

surgeon/operator to selecting between flow or vacuum based

functionality, unable to provide for operating both flow

and vacuum based systems concurrently or sequentially using

single software application and controller, such as a

footpedal .

Previously available fluidic-based designs typically

provided for operation of a single pump within the

controlling software application. If the surgeon

determines during the procedure a need to switch from, for

example, flow to vacuum based functionality, the surgeon

has been required to change or switch sub-mode operation

within the software application to affect the desired

aspiration source type. Switching sub-mode operation in



this manner took time to switch between pumps and tends to

be unwieldy during operations.

In a situation where the surgeon/operator manually

swatches pumps, the transition from, for example, flow

based operation to vacuum based operation over a period of

time may introduce undesirable ocular chamber instability

during the transition. Instability results from the

transition time switching between pumps, as such a lag may

result in a loss of pressure in the eye and/or fluid

flowing out of the eye, both highly undesirable

occurrences .

Based on the foregoing, it would be beneficial to

offer a design for seamlessly switching between multiple

aspiration pumps when using an ultrasonic handpiece in an

ocular surgical procedure that overcomes drawbacks present

in previously known designs.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTIO N

According to a first aspect of the present design,

tnere is provided a method for operating two pressure

sources. The method comprises activating a first pump

using a multiple channel adjustment apparatus, such as a

dual axis footpedal, configured to operate with the first

pump to provide nonzero fluid pressure at a first nonzero

fluid pressure level based on a first channel state of the

multiple channel adjustment apparatus. The method also

comprises transitioning from the first pump providing

nonzero fluid pressure at the first nonzero fluid pressure

Level to a second pump providing nonzero fluid pressure at

a second nonzero fluid pressure level using the multiple

channel adjustment apparatus based on the first channel

state and a second channel state of the multiple channel

adjustment apparatus.

According to a second aspect of the present design,

there is provided a method for delivering vacuum,

comprising controlling a first pump using a first signal

received from a dual axis device, such as a dual axis

footpedal, indicating a first axis position, controlling a

second pump using a second signal received from the dual

axis device indicating a second axis position, and

switching from the first pump to the second pump based on

the second axis position.

According to a third aspect of the present design,

there is provided an apparatus for controlling vacuum

pressure. The apparatus comprises a multiple axis



controller, such as a dual axis footpedal operable in pitch

and yaw, a processing apparatus, such as an instrument host

running software, configured to receive multiple axis data

from the multiple axis controller. The apparatus also

includes a first pump configured to provide nonzero fluid

pressure at a first nonzero fluid pressure level based on a

first axis state of the multiple axis controller and a

second pump configured to provide nonzero fluid pressure at

a second nonzero fluid pressure level based on a second

axis state of the multiple axis controller. The processing

apparatus causes switching between the first pump and the

second pump based on the first axis state and the second

axis state of the multiple axis controller.

These and other advantages of the present invention

will become apparent to those skilled in the art from the

following detailed description of the invention and the

accompanying drawings.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention is illustrated by way of

example, and not by way of limitation, in the figures of

the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary phacoemulsification/

vitrectomy irrigation/aspiration system in a functional

block diagram to show the components and interfaces for a

safety critical medical instrument system that may be

employed in accordance with an aspect of the present

invention;

FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram illustrating the

multiple aspiration pump control system configured for

switching between two different vacuum sources for use in

aspirating particles from the patient's eye;

FIG. 3A is a graph illustrating the relationship

between foot pedal positions pitch and yaw for transitions

from the flow based pump to the vacuum based pump;

FIG. 3B is a graph illustrating the relationship

between vacuum source operations for transitions from the

flow based pump to the vacuum based pump;

FIG. 4A is a graph illustrating the relationship

between foot pedal positions pitch and yaw for transitions

from the vacuum based pump to the flow based pump;

FIG. 4B is a graph illustrating the relationship

between vacuum source contributions for transitions from

the vacuum based pump to the flow based pump;



FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary dual linear footpedal

for use in accordance with an aspect of the present design;

and

FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating general operation

or the system software to control transitions between the

two pumps .



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The following description and the drawings illustrate

specific embodiments sufficient to enable those skilled in

the art to practice the system and method described. Other

embodiments may incorporate structural, logical, process

and other changes. Examples merely typify possible

variations. Individual components and functions are

generally optional unless explicitly required, and the

seguence of operations may vary. Portions and features of

some embodiments may be included in or substituted for

those of others.

The present design is directed to operating an

ultrasonic handpiece during an ocular procedure that

entails controlling switching between multiple pumps and

multiple pump types, such as from a flow to a vacuum based

system or vice versa, and running two or more pumps at the

same time during a surgical procedure. The present design

may integrate operation for both pump types using software

arranged for processing input signals received from a

device such as a dual linear footpedal, configured to

concurrently provide control signals for each pump. For

example, the present design's software program may control

the first pump by processing a signal received in response

to the surgeon pressing the footpedal along one axis, such

as the pitch axis. The software may simultaneously control

the second pump by processing a signal received in response

:.o the surgeon operating the footpedal along a different or

second axis, such as left or right along the yaw axis. Use

of this dual controller, here a footpedal, enables the



surgeon to command how much pressure comes from one pump

relative to the other pump, and enables the surgeon to

control multiple pump operation with little, if any, lag or

delay .

The present design may provide for controlling

activation and deactivation of two different pumps or pump

types simultaneously from a single input device, such as a

dual linear footpedal. Controlling a primary pump, such as

a peristaltic pump, and a secondary pump, such as a venturi

pump, using the dual linear footpedal arrangement may allow

the surgeon to control one pump while concurrently

activating second pump as desired, using a combined

footpedal movement in both the pitch and yaw axes.

Furthermore, the present design's software may provide

tor "ramping up" and "ramping down" pump control when

transitioning from a first pump to a second pump, thus

addressing each pump's inherent start and stop

characteristics, such as lag and rise time or fall time.

Ramping functions may provide smooth and relatively

seamless transitions when switching between pump types

sufficient for mitigating potential chamber instability-

experienced when using today's currently available designs.

In short, the present design may provide for

ndependent control over two separate pumps with relatively

seamless transitions between multiple pump operations,

while affording acceptable chamber stability. The dual-

linear footpedal arrangement may permit the surgeon to



realize vacuum on demand functionality and moderate vacuum

levels as desired.

In summary, the present design may provide for

independently controlling at least two pumps and operate

each pump to provide the flow and/or vacuum rate required

to precisely operate the handpiece and remove particles

with less lag than encountered in designs previously

available .

System Example

While the present design may be used in various

environments and applications, it will be discussed herein

with a particular emphasis on an environment where a

surgeon or health care practitioner performs. For example,

one embodiment of the present design is in or with an

ocular surgical system that comprises an independent

graphical user interface (GUI) host module, an instrument

host module, a GUI device, and a controller module, such as

a foot switch, to control the surgical system.

FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary phacoemulsification/

vitrectomy system 100 illustrating the components and

interfaces for a safety critical medical instrument system.

A serial communication cable 103 connects GUI host 101

module and instrument host 102 module for the purposes of

controlling the surgical instrument host 102 by GUI host

101. GUI host 101 and instrument host 102, as well as any

other component of system 100, may be connected wirelessly.

Instrument host 102 may be considered a computational



device in the arrangement shown, but other functionality

and arrangements are possible.

A switch module associated with foot pedal 104 may

transmit control signals relating internal physical and

virtual switch position information as input to the

instrument host 102 over serial communications cable 105

(although foot pedal 104 may be connected wirelessly) .

Instrument host 102 may provide a database file system for

storing configuration parameter values, programs, and other

data saved in a storage device (not shown) . In addition,

the database file system may be realized on the GUI host

101 or any other subsystem (not shown) that could

accommodate such a file system.

The phacoemulsification/vitrectomy system 100 has a

handpiece 110 that includes a needle and electrical means,

typically a piezoelectric crystal, for ultrasonically

vibrating the needle. The instrument host 102 supplies

power on line 111 to a phacoemulsification/vitrectomy

handpiece 110. An irrigation fluid source 112 can be

fluidly coupled to handpiece 110 through line 113. The

irrigation fluid and ultrasonic power are applied by

handpiece 110 to an eye, or affected area or region,

indicated diagrammatically by block 114. Alternatively,

the irrigation source may be routed to eye 114 through a

separate pathway independent of the handpiece, e.g. via a

second handpiece. Aspiration is provided to eye 114 by one

or more pumps (not shown) , such as a peristaltic pump

and/or venturi pump, via the instrument host 102 through

lines 115 and 116. The term "pump" as used herein



Includes, but is not limited to, flow based peristaltic,

venturi, and/or other flow or vacuum based pumps. A

surgeon/operator may select ultrasonic pulse amplitude

either using the handpiece or via the instrument host and

GUI host, or by some other means such as a footpedal 104.

The present design is configured to operate with at

Least two pumps, a first pump such as a peristaltic or flow

pump and a second pump such as a venturi or vacuum pump.

Two identical types of pumps may be provided as the two

pumps. Additional pumps may be provided as long as they

can provide pressure and/or vacuum. Either pump may

provide vacuum or pressure depending on the operation of

the pump, and as used herein, the terms "vacuum",

"pressure", "vacuum source" and "vacuum pressure" are used

interchangeably, such that a "vacuum source" may be a

peristaltic or a venturi pump, a "vacuum pressure source"

may be a venturi or a peristaltic pump, and so forth. It

is specifically noted that application of vacuum is

application of negative pressure while application of

pressure is application of positive pressure, and thus as

used herein, the phrase "nonzero fluid pressure" means

either fluid vacuum (negative fluid pressure) or fluid

pressure (positive fluid pressure) . The intent is to

convey that either positive or negative pressure is applied

o r emanates from a source, such as a pump, depending on

circumstance and arrangement.

FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram illustrating the

multiple pump control (MPC) system configured for switching

oetween two different pumps for use in the ocular surgical



procedure. The present design may include a dual linear

footpedal 104 or footswitch configured to send signals

indicating surgeon/operator movements along two independent

Linear axes, pitch and yaw. The footpedal 104 signals may

include but are not limited to pitch footpedal position

zero (FPO) 202, pitch 204, yaw zero (FPO) 206, and yaw 208,

where pitch 204 and yaw 208 provide signals for reporting

pedal travel in various user-determined operational zones,

such as footpedal (FP) zones/positions 1 , 2 , and 3 (FPl,

e.g. irrigation; FP2, e.g. aspiration; and FP3, e.g.

uJtrasonic power), in each axis of movement.

Signals may be provided from footpedal 104 in the form

of counts or a counter monitored by a monitoring device and

transmitted to the instrument host 102. For example, the

footpedal may read and provide a count over a range

representing the movement encountered, such as from zero to

255, with zero representing zero percent movement and 255

representing full (100 percent) movement in, for example,

the pitch direction. Yaw zero and pitch zero signals

indicate when the yaw and pitch axes are at or about a

neutral position or not deflected position, where the

neutral position is the position where the footpedal 104

returns when not engaged by a user's foot. Yaw signals may

be right and left, such as zero to 255 right and zero to

255 left, or may be from +255 (full right) to -255 (full

.-eft) and vice versa. Zones may be defined using the GUI

nost 101, establishing, for example, zero to 40 percent

pitch travel to be FPl, 40 to 80 percent pitch travel to be

FP2, and 80 to 100 percent travel to be FP3. More or fewer



zones may be employed, and varying ranges may be provided

as desired.

The MPC system may include MPC software program 210

configured to receive and process the signals originating

from footpedal 104, in the arrangement illustrated, and in

turn may provide a first control signal 214 for operating a

tirst pump or pressure/vacuum source, such as peristaltic

pump 215, and a second control signal 219 operating a

different or second pump or pressure/vacuum source, such as

venturi pump 220. The present design may combine the

outputs from pumps 215 and 220 and provide for a fluidly

connectable output 225 to/from handpiece 110. In this

arrangement, the MPC system may provide fluid control for

handpiece 110 in accordance with the surgeon's physical

input to footpedal 104, generating signals for controlling

the two pumps .

In one embodiment, the present design may configure

three operating zones relative to footpedal position as

pressed by the surgeon, such as footpedal position one

'FPl), footpedal position two (FP2), and footpedal position

three (FP3) . The present design may configure each

operating zone for different MPC system operations, where,

fcr example, FPl may indicate the surgeon's need for

irrigation, FP2 may indicate aspiration or vacuum, and FP3

may indicate the desired amount of power for driving the

handpiece ultrasonic probe/needle. The surgeon may control

each vacuum/pressure source by pressing the footpedal along

a designated axis. For example, the system may generate

footpedal signal pitch FPO 202 and yaw FPO 206 to indicate



the initial or starting position for the pedal's pitch and

yaw axes, or to indicate passing through these zero or

neutral points. The footpedal 104 may generate footpedal

signal pitch value 204 as well as yaw value 208 indicating

the amojnt of pedal travel.

MPC system software 210 may process pitch and yaw

signals received from footpedal 104 during the surgical

procedure. MPC system software 210 may receive the

footpedal values and may ramp up or ramp down the pumps,

operating both pumps at the same time in some situations,

to transition between pumps and offer desirable vacuum or

pressure performance. For example, MPC system software 210

may enable surgeon operation of a peristaltic pump using

the pitch axis of a dual linear footpedal and a venturi

pump using the yaw axis. If the surgeon presses the dual

linear footpedal to approximately 30 percent travel with

zero yaw, a certain pressure will be produced by the

peristaltic pump. MPC system software 210 recognizes that

the surgeon turning her foot (in a yaw direction) indicates

a desire to employ venturi pumping, and a smooth transition

is αesirable. Thus at a certain point MPC system software

210 may initiate venturi pumping to provide the ability to

achieve the pressure produced by the peristaltic pump in a

reasonable amount of time. Thus, two pumps can be running

simultaneously to substantially maintain the pressure in

the eye. This transition phenomenon and general operation

o f MPC system software 210 is discussed in more detail

below and illustrated in FIGs. 3A, 3B, 4A, and 4B.



It is envisioned that a user (e.g. a surgeon) is

capable of programming MPC system software 210 to run using

preferred settings and/or programs. The user is capable of

setting such parameters as defining the transition points

between multiple pumps, whether particular features are

automated or user controlled, etc.

Transition between pumps in this manner may

effectively and efficiently maintain pressure in the eye.

The present design may enable the surgeon to push and/or

pull fluid and combine pushing with pulling of fluid

through a single fluidic connection 225 between the

instrument host 102 and handpiece 110.

The present design can switch the pathway for the

vacuum source, such as a peristaltic pump and venturi pump,

ar.d combinations thereof, where one pathway is controlled

oy the relative footpedal pitch position and the second

pathway is controlled by the relative footpedal yaw

position. MPC system software 210 controls each vacuum

source for operation with handpiece 110, where the

combination of vacuum sources provides for aspiration. In

this arrangement, MPC system software 210 provides the

surgeon/operator the ability to maintain control of the

flow based pump and simultaneously activate the vacuum

based pump on demand.

The following examples presented herein are disclosed

using a peristaltic pump and venturi pump for generating

vacuum and/or flow from two different sources for purposes

o f simplifying the examples and illustrations. MPC system



software 210 may apply a systematic algorithm, matrix,

look-up tables, and/or user defined combinations thereof

for providing ramping up and ramping down functionality to

activate and deactivate the available pumps upon achieving

known conditions. The software algorithm causes pressure

to be maintained in the eye chamber when transitioning from

first pump to a second pump.

MPC system software 210 may determine a maximum

allowable vacuum level based on actual vacuum, when using a

vacuum based pump; or based on flow, when using a flow

based pump and the handpiece needle is not occluded. MPC

system software 210 may also take into account occlusions

and vacuum/flow at time of transition and/or switch.

Further, MPC system software 210 may also have safety

features programmed to set various threshold parameters,

such as, but not limited to vacuum level and flow rate. As

the surgeon presses the footpedal into, for example, in

aspirating mode, MPC system software 210 may determine the

depth of travel from processing signals received from the

footpedal 104. MPC system software 210 may translate the

maximum amount of available footpedal travel in a desired

footpedal zone or region into the maximum allowable vacuum

level. The present design may enable the surgeon to select

a value for maximum allowable linear vacuum, for example by

selecting from an input parameter menu rendered by GUI host

ICl, such as 300 millimeters of mercury (mmHg) .

It is also envisioned that various factors may be

taken into consideration when transitioning, at the start

of the transition, and/or when deciding to transition



between multiple pumps, including, but not limited to flow

rate, existence of an occlusion, and/or vacuum level.

These various factors may be pre-programmed into the MPC

system software 210 by a user or exist in the system as

baseline requirements. Threshold parameters may be set to

provide safety features.

In the example that follows, the present design is

configured to operate the flow based pump using the

footpedal pitch position signals and operate the vacuum

based pump using the footpedal yaw position signals. In

this example, the surgeon sets the maximum allowable linear

vacuum to 300 mmHg. From this maximum, the software

algorithm may calculate a maximum allowable vacuum o f 150

mmHg wnen the footpedal depth of travel is positioned at

50% of the total travel through footpedal position FP2 .

While holding the footpedal at 50% travel into FP2 although

any percent travel may be programmed, the surgeon may start

the vacuum based pump b y moving the pedal in the yaw

direction of travel.

IMPC system software 210 may receive and process

signals generated b y the footpedal 104 in the yaw direction

o r based on some other input provided by the surgeon. MPC

system software 210 may determine the amount of vacuum

resulting from yaw movement based on calculations from the

following equation:

YAW vacuum = ((% Travelpitch MFBP) + [the lesser of (%

Travel ydW * (MFBP vacuum multiplier second PumP )) and (MVBP -



MFBP ) ]

(D

Example parameters in Equation (1) are maximum flow

based pump pressure (MFBP) = 300 mmHg, maximum vacuum based

pjmp pressure (MVBP) = 600 mmHg, pitch travel = 50%, yaw

travel 20%. The vacuum multiplier seCond pump governs the

maximum vacuum when using the second pump. The vacuum

multiplier gecond pump is based on the foot pedal travel at the

time of engaging the second pump (e.g. vacuum level

attained at that position or capable of attaining). A

vacuum multiplier second pump of 1.5, indicating 20 percent yaw

correlates to 30 percent of total available vacuum based

pump pressure, yields a yaw vacuum value equal to:

YAW vacuum = ((50% 300 mmHg) + [the lesser of (20%

(300 mmHg *1.5)) and (600 mmHg - 300 mmHg))

YAW vdCuum ((150 mmHg) + [the lesser of (90 mmHg) or

;30C mmHg) ]

= 240 mmHg

The present design is configured to combine first pump

;or pitch pump) operation with second pump (or yaw pump)

operation into a flow based system where, in this example,

yaw vacuum is ramped up to 150 mmHg when the footpedal is

a t zero or neutral yaw, rather than starting yaw vacuum at

0 mmHg. A s may b e appreciated, if 150 mmHg is being

produced by the pitch, asking the user to pull his foot

back to the zero or neutral pitch position before engaging

yaw and the second pump is undesirable, and also, simply



shutting off the pitch pump and starting the yaw pump when

yaw movement is detected is also unadvisable. Thus, the

current system seeks to maintain the level of vacuum or

pressure achieved at any time, enabling the surgeon to

control a smooth transition from the first pump to the

second pump.

Ramping up may continue to increase the flow rate

until the switch or handoff from the first pump to the

second pump is completed. MPC system software 210 may ramp

down pressure to re-balance the inflow and outflow of fluid

from the chamber. In this configuration, the surgeon may

continue to operate the second pump until conditions

indicate that, for example, a metered flow approach is

better suited to continue the surgical procedure. For

example, when switching back from a venturi pump mode to a

peristaltic operating mode, MPC system software 210 may

speed up the peristaltic pump to match the vacuum realized

from venturi pump mode operation.

The present design may provide for tailoring of the

ramp up and ramp down process responses during transitions

and may include user configurable parameters, via GUI host

JOl for example, where tailoring may involve configuring

the system to provide for a more conservative or aggressive

transition. One method for tailoring the response may

involve changing the vacuum multipliersecond pump , set by the

surgeon, to manage the system's aggressiveness, i.e. a

transition from zero yaw to a larger yaw causes a jump in

pressure. The surgeon may also change the desired vacuum

multipliersccot1d pum p again representing the relationship



between footpedal yaw and the resultant pressure for the

yaw pump. In addition, the surgeon may use GUI host 101 to

establish the width of each footpedal zone, e.g. FPl, FP2,

FP3, etc.

5 Although the examples provided use the pitch axis of

the dual linear footpedal 104 to control the peristaltic

pump and the yaw axis o control the venturi pump, the

present design may configure control for the second pump,

such as a vacuum based pump, using the pitch axis and

10 control for the first pump, such as a flow based pump,

using the yaw axis. Alternate controllers may also be

provided in addition to or in place of footpedal 104. The

present design may also control multiple pumps of the same

type.

15 Operational Example

FIGs. 3A and 3B illustrate the relationship between

footpedal positions, pitch and yaw, and vacuum source

operation for transitions from a first pump, here a flow

Dased pump such as a peristaltic pump, to a second pump,

0 nere a vacuum based pump such as a venturi pump.

FIG. 3A is a graph illustrating the relationship

between footpedal pitch and yaw for transitions from the

flow based pump to the vacuum based pump. The graph

illustrates the pitch axis footpedal position initially

S starting at and remaining at 50 percent travel at point

3Cl. The yaw axis footpedal position is illustrated having

an initial position of FPO, or neutral yaw, at point 302.

The illustration depicts the surgeon adding a yaw axis



pedal movement at point 304 when the surgeon decides to add

the vacuum based pump and switch pumps. In this example,

the surgeon yaws the pedal to twenty percent of total

travel at line 306, keeping pitch at 50 percent, and

5 continues to hold the footpedal steady. At a later point

in rime, the surgeon releases the footpedal in the pitch

axis at point 303 and completes the transition from the

first pump to the second pump.

FIG. 3B illustrates the relationship between vacuum

0 sources for transitions from the flow based pump to the

vacuum based pump corresponding to the two footpedal

positions illustrated in FIG. 3A. The performance of FIG.

3B is dictated by MPC software system 210, which employs

Equation (1) and other predetermined equations to translate

5 footpedal position into pressure/vacuum performance.

Initially, the first pump, here a peristaltic pump, is

shown at a programmed maximum of 300 mmHg at line 311. The

actual allowable vacuum is 150 mmHg resulting from pitch

footpedal position 301, and the venturi pump is shown

0 operating at 0 mmHg at line 312, corresponding to zero yaw.

When the surgeon moves the footpedal in the yaw

direction, away from the FPO or neutral yaw position, MPC

software system 210 applies a ramp up function to increase

the vacuum based flow at line 314 to a value where the

5 vacuum based pump operation is ready to begin, namely line

315. Line 315 may be considered a "hold" level, i.e. a

level at which pressure is held under the circumstances

when the second pump has just been turned on but the

footpedal is still moving. Note that alternate operation



may be provided, such as starting the pump and simply

attempting to achieve the footpedal commanded value, shown

by alternate line 324. The application of footpedal

movement is shown to be clean and linear, and in practice

i t may be nonlinear or materially different from the curve

shown.

Based on the yaw pedal position at twenty percent, as

shown in FIG. 3A, MPC software system 210 raises the vacuum

a t line 316 to a transition value at line 317. When the

surgeon releases the footpedal from being pressed in the

pitch axis, or returns to the zero or neutral pitch

position, the peristaltic vacuum pressure is reduced as

shown by line 321. Alternately, the first/peristaltic pump

may be reduced to a desired level, either a hard level or a

computed level, where it awaits further engagement such as

pressing of the footpedal in the pitch axis from the zero

or neutral point. One alternate position, when the

footpedal of FIG. 3A is reduced to zero, is to maintain the

peristaltic pump unengaged but continuing to operate at

level 325, i.e. a level of 175 mmHg.

Thus the resultant pressure encountered follows line

311 until it reaches line 317, and the pressure of line

317, approximately 240 mmHg, is maintained. In the

meantime, the non-utilized pump remains running in the

"background" awaiting engagement and operation using the

footpedal .

FIGs. 4A and 4B are graphs illustrating the

elationship between footpedal positions, pitch and yaw,



and vacuum source operation for transitions from the second

pump, such as a vacuum based pump, to the first pump, such

as the flow based pump.

FIG. 4A is a graph illustrating the relationship

between footpedal positions pitch and yaw for transitions

from the second pump to the first pump. The graph

illustrates the yaw axis footpedal position initially

starting at and remaining at 20 percent travel at line 401.

The pitch axis footpedal position is illustrated having an

initial position of FPO at line 402. The illustration

depicts the surgeon adding a pitch axis pedal movement at

line 403 where the surgeon decides to add the flow based

pump in the course of switching pumps. In this example,

the surgeon has applied pitch to the footpedal to fifty

percent of total travel at line 404 and holds the pedal

steady. The surgeon later releases the footpedal in the

yaw axis at line 405 and completes the transition back from

the second pump to the first pump.

FIG. 4B is a graph illustrating the relationship

between vacuum source contributions for transitions from

the second pump to the first pump corresponding to the

footpedal positions illustrated in FIG. 4A. Initially, the

second pump, here a venturi pump, operates at 240 mmHg at

line 410, and the first: pump, here a peristaltic pump,

operates at 0 mmHg at line 411.

When the surgeon begins to apply pressure in the pitch

direction in addition to the 20 percent yaw direction as

shown in FIG. 4A, the first pump may not act for a



predetermined period of time as shown in FIG. 4B by lines

411 and 413, or may begin to act immediately as shown by

Line 421. Other combinations of movement in the second

axis may be provided depending on surgeon desires and

programming of MPC system software 210.

After the surgeon moves the footpedal in the pitch

direction, MPC system software 210 may apply a ramp down

function to decrease the vacuum based flow at line 412,

where the first pump operation is increased to 300 mmHg at

line 413. With the pitch pedal position at fifty percent,

the present design may reduce the vacuum by a fixed amount

or some percentage depending on circumstances as shown by

line 412, and this reduction is determined by MPC system

software 210. When the surgeon releases the footpedal in

the yaw axis, the peristaltic vacuum is increased to a

final amount at line 414.

Thus the resultant pressure encountered follows line

410 until it reaches line 413, and the pressure increases

along line 413 to line 414, where approximately 300 mmHg is

achieved. If the performance of line 421 is called for,

performace follows from line 410 to line 421 and finally

line 414. Again, the non-utilized pump remains running in

the "background" awaiting engagement and operation using

the footpedal, as shown by line 415, Alternately, the non-

utilized pump may be run down to a lower value or even

zero, as shown by line 422.

FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary dual linear footpedal

that may be employed in accordance with the current design.



In the embodiment illustrated, MPC system software 210

receives one or more control signals from footpedal 104.

The control signals generated by footpedal 104 may report

the status of various physical and virtual switches

contained within footpedal 104 or provided by footpedal

ICM, or other parameters such as yaw linear position and

pitch linear position.

The footpedal firmware, not shown, within the

footpedal reads and processes the switch inputs. The

footpedal firmware may produce signals resulting from the

button and switch positions triggered on footpedal 104.

The signals are ultimately destined for instrument host 102

executing MPC system software 210. Signals may include but

are not limited to position of a footpedal, such as left

heel, center heel, right heel, pitch safety detect, pitch,

and yaw positions; button pushes or "stomp" values, or

other appropriate states in the case of a footpedal.

Moreover, predefined footpedal positions FPO, FPl, FP2,

etc. (FPn) may be communicated. For example, pitch FPO 202

and yaw FPO 206 may be communicated when the footpedal

slave subsystem becomes connected and footpedal 104 is in a

neutral or zero position.

Footpedal 104 may be connected to instrument host 102

using a fixed wire or wireless, e.g. Bluetooth®, connection

for the purpose of transmitting signals.

FIG. 6 illustrates a broad general flowchart of

pertinent operation of MPC system software 210, the results

of which may be the pressure values depicted in FIGs. 3B



and 4B. Point 601 illustrates collection of all pertinent

data and parameters to employ, for example, surgeon

settings and desires, maximum and minimum expected and

allowed values and settings, and so forth. MPC system

software 210 initially determines movement in one direction

or the other at point 602 . In the case where movement in

ot directions is sensed, the system may (1) provide a

fail-safe response or responses, such as issuing a warning

o i not operating either pump, or ignoring one axis, or (2)

provide the desired pump levels for both pumps at the same

time, such that a surgeon may start a procedure by engaging

both the pitch and yaw direction, wherein the pumps run at

the same time. Although only the first option is

illustrated in FIG. 6 at 602, the second is also an option

a t 602.

If movement in the pitch direction is detected, then

based on the amount of total pitch travel, the system may

determine the point or footpedal position at which a second

pump is to be turned on at point 603. If the region is

achieved at point 604, the second pump is turned on at

point 605, and the second pump is to operate as desired,

such as achieving a "hold" level as shown in FIG. 3B at

line 315, or simply attempting to achieve the pump level

commanded as shown by line 324 in FIG. 3B. The system may

then await movement of the footpedal back toward neutral in

the pitch axis or movement in the yaw axis from the current

location of the footpedal, representing an indication that

the surgeon desires second pump operation.



Point 606 indicates switching between pumps at the

desired or computed pressure level (s). Awaiting release of

the footpedal in the pitch axis is shown at point 607,

although 607 may also be awaiting movement in the yaw axis.

The result of either actions is the release of first pump

pressure and a decrease in first pump pressure to a desired

level, such as a hold or computed level, at point 608.

Operation then transitions to the other axis, and operation

of the pump in the other axis (e.g. yaw) and monitoring of

the pump in this axis (e.g. pitch).

Action and operation in the yaw axis, indicating

initial yaw movement, occurs in a similar manner to the

pitch axis. Point 613 determines the region where the

pitch pump is to be turned on and point 614 monitors

whether that pitch pump initiation region has been

achieved. If so, point 615 activates the pitch pump and

ay hold the pitch pump, such as the peristaltic pump, at a

desired held level or attempts to attain the desired

pressure level, or operates in any other manner requested

o i established. Point 616 switches between the pumps at

the desired pressure level, while point 617 awaits movement

ir, the yaw axis back to the yaw zero or neutral point or

movement in the pitch axis from the current location of the

footpedal. Point 618 decreases the second pump pressure

accordingly, back to a predetermined or calculated level,

and operation goes to the pitch axis on completion of

transition.

As used in FIG. 6 , there is provided a "pitch" or

first pump and a "yaw" or second pump. These terms are



provided for illustrative purposes and may represent the

aforementioned peristaltic and/or venturi pumps and axes of

control may be reversed, but in essence one pump is

controlled based at least in part on input along one axis

while the second pump is controlled based at least in part

on input received along the second axis. The terms yaw and

pitch in FIG. 6 are therefore not intended to be limiting.

In this manner, the user can keep transitioning pumps

until the footpedal is released, a situation monitored but

not shown in FIG. 6 that results in both pumps being turned

off.

Thus the present design provides a method for

operating two pressure sources (pumps), comprising

receiving pressure from a first pressure source using a

multiple channel adjustment apparatus, such as a dual axis

footpedal, configured to operate with the first pressure

source to provide pressure at a first pressure level based

on a first channel state of the multiple channel adjustment

apparatus. The method further includes transitioning from

receiving pressure from the first pressure source to

receiving pressure from a second pressure source at a

desirable pressure level using the multiple channel

adjustment apparatus configured to operate with the second

pressure source to provide pressure at a second pressure

level based on a second channel state of the multiple

channel adjustment apparatus.

The design may also be considered to provide a method

for delivering vacuum, comprising controlling a first



vacuum source using a first signal received from a dual

axis device indicating a first axis position, controlling a

second vacuum source with a second signal using a second

signal received from the dual axis device indicating a

second axis position, and switching from the first vacuum

source to the second vacuum source based on the second axis

position .

Tne present design illustrates an apparatus for

controlling vacuum pressure, comprising a multiple axis

controller, such as a dual axis footpedal operable in pitch

and yaw, a processing apparatus, such as an instrument host

running software, configured to receive multiple axis data

fiom the multiple axis controller. The apparatus also

includes a first vacuum pressure source configured to

piovide vacuum pressure at a first vacuum pressure level

based on a first axis state of the multiple axis controller

and a second vacuum pressure source configured to provide

vacuum pressure at a second vacuum pressure level based on

a second axis state of the multiple axis controller. The

processing apparatus switches between the first vacuum

pressure source and the second vacuum pressure source based

on the first axis state and the second axis state of the

multiple axis controller.

In short, the present design may provide for

independent and/or dependent control over two separate

pumps configured to provide efficient transitions when

switching between, for example, flow based and vacuum based

aspiration operation, and vice versa, while affording

acceptable chamber stability. The dual-linear or dual axis



footpedal arrangement may afford the surgeon to realize

vacuum on demand functionality and a method to moderate

maximum vacuum based on transition to a flow based pump

when controlling the present design.

The design presented herein and the specific aspects

illustrated are meant not to be limiting, but may include

alternate components while still incorporating the

teachings and benefits of the invention. While the

invention has thus been described in connection with

specific embodiments tnereof, it will be understood that

the invention is capable of further modifications. This

application is intended to cover any variations, uses or

adaptations of the invention following, in general, the

principles of the invention, and including such departures

from the present disclosure as come within known and

customary practice within the art to which the invention

pertains .

The foregoing description of specific embodiments

reveals the general nature of the disclosure sufficiently

that others can, by applying current knowledge, readily

modify and/or adapt the system and method for various

applications without departing from the general concept.

Therefore, such adaptations and modifications are within

the meaning and range of equivalents of the disclosed

embodiments. The phraseology or terminology employed

herein is for the purpose of description and not of

limitation.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1 . A method for operating at least two pumps,

comprising:

activating a first pump using a multiple channel

5 adjustment apparatus configured to operate with the first

pump to provide nonzero fluid pressure at a first nonzero

fluid pressure level based on a first channel state of the

multiple channel adjustment apparatus; and

transitioning from the first pump providing nonzero

10 fluid pressure at the first nonzero fluid pressure level to

a second pump providing nonzero fluid pressure at a second

nonzero fluid pressure level using the multiple channel

adjustment apparatus based on the first channel state.

2 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising

15 operating the second pump to a desired nonzero fluid

pressure level prior to said transitioning.

3 . The method of claim 1 , wherein transitioning from

the first pump providing nonzero fluid pressure at the

first nonzero fluid pressure level to a second pump

0 providing nonzero fluid pressure at a second nonzero fluid

pressure level comprises:

providing nonzero fluid pressure from the first pump

at the first nonzero fluid pressure level;

operating the second pump at the second nonzero fluid

_5 pressure level; and



transitioning from providing nonzero fluid pressure

from the first pump at the first nonzero fluid pressure

level to providing pressure from the second pump at the

second nonzero fluid pressure level.

5 4 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising

decreasing operation of the first pump to a predetermined

level after said transitioning.

5 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the multiple

channel adjustment apparatus comprises a dual channel

1 0 control apparatus having movement capabilities in two axes.

6 . The method of claim 5 , wherein the dual channel

control apparatus comprises a dual axis footpedai.

7 . The method of claim 1 , wherein nonzero pressure

values received from the first pump and the second pump are

15 cased on data received from the multiple channel adjustment

apparatus and settings established by a user.

8 . The method of claim 1 , wherein at least one of

the first nonzero pressure level and second nonzero

pressure level comprises a first vacuum level.

0 9 . The method of claim 1 , wherein at least one of

the first nonzero pressure level and second nonzero

pressure level comprises a positive pressure level.

10. The method of claim 1 , wherein providing nonzero

fluid pressure at at least one of the first nonzero

b pressure level and second nonzero pressure level causes

fluid to be aspirated from an eye.



11. The method of claim 1 , wherein providing nonzero

fiuiα pressure at at least one of the first nonzero

pressure level and second nonzero pressure level causes an

eye to be irrigated with pumped fluid.

12. The method of claim 1 , wherein the transition is

further based on a second channel state of the multiple

channel adjustment apparatus.

13. A method for delivering nonzero pressure,

comprising :

controlling a first pump using a first signal received

from a dual axis device indicating a first axis position;

controlling a second pump using a second signal

received from the dual axis device indicating a second axis

position; and

switching from the first pump to the second pump based

on the second axis position.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising

deactivating the second pump from concurrent operation with

the first pump by applying a ramp down control function

subsequent to switching from the first pump to the second

pump.

15. The method of claim 13, further comprising, after

switching from the first pump to the second pump,

subsequently switching from the second pump to the first

pump based on the first axis position.



16. The method of claim 13, wherein controlling the

second pump comprises operating the second pump to a

desired nonzero fluid pressure level and refraining from

employing the second pump at the desired nonzero fluid

5 pressure level prior to said switching.

17. The method of claim 13, wherein switching from

the first pump to the second pump based on the second axis

position comprises:

causing the first pump to provide first nonzero fluid

10 pressure at a first nonzero fluid pressure value;

operating the second pump at a second nonzero fluid

pressure value based on the second axis position; and

switching from the first pump and the first nonzero

fluid pressure value to the second pump operating at the

15 second nonzero fluid pressure value.

16. The method of claim 13, further comprising

decreasing operation of the first pump to a predetermined

level after said switching based on the first axis

position .

O 19. The method of claim 13, wherein the dual axis

device comprises a dual axis footpedal.

20. The method of claim 13, wherein nonzero pressure

values received from the first pump and the second pump are

based on data received from the dual axis device and

5 settings established bv a user.



21. An apparatus for controlling vacuum pressure,

comprising:

a multiple axis controller;

a processing apparatus configured to receive multiple

axis data from the multiple axis controller;

a first pump configured to provide nonzero fluid

pressure at a first nonzero fluid pressure level based on a

f rst axis state of the multiple axis controller; and

a second pump configured to provide nonzero fluid

pressure at a second nonzero fluid pressure level based on

a second axis state of the multiple axis controller;

wherein the processing apparatus causes switching

between the first pump and the second pump based on the

tirst axis state and the second axis state of the multiple

axis controller.

22. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the processing

apparatus is configured to deactivate the second pump from

concurrent operation with the first pump by applying a ramp

down control function after switching from the first pump

to the second pump.

23. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the processing

apparatus switches from the first pump to the second pump

based on first axis data received from the multiple axis

controller.



24. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the second

pump source is configured to operate to a desired level and

the apparatus refrains from employing nonzero fluid

pressure at a second nonzero fluid pressure level prior to

the processing apparatus switching.

2b. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein the process

apparatus switching comprises switching from the first pump

operating at the first nonzero fluid pressure value to the

second pump operating at the second nonzero vacuum pressure

value.

26. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the multiple

axis controller comprises a dual axis footpedal.

27. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein processor

apparatus switching is based on data received from the dual

axis controller and settings established by a user.

2b. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the processor

apparatus comprises an instrument host running a software

application configured to switch between the first pump and

the second pump based on the first axis state and the

second axis state of the multiple axis controller.
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